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ВСТУП 

 

Мета самостійної роботи студентів – отримання додаткових знань, 

перевірка їх на практиці, вироблення фахових і дослідницьких умінь і навичок.  

Дані методичні вказівки щодо самостійної роботи з навчальної 

дисципліни «Cпецкурс англійської мови» призначені для студентів 

магістратури зі спеціальності 151  «Автоматизація та комп’ютерно-інтегровані 

технології» за освітньо-професійною програмою «Комп’ютерно-інтегровані 

технологічні процеси і виробництва» освітнього ступеня «Магістр». 

Мета вказівок – надати студентам допомогу у формуванні іншомовної 

комунікативної компетентності у сфері професійного спілкування, що 

обумовлюється метою викладання навчальної дисципліни «Cпецкурс 

англійської  мови» й основними завданнями вивчення цієї дисципліни, а саме: 

формування лексичного запасу з окреслених тематичними модулями тем; 

розвиток уміння висловлювати свою думку як усно, так і в письмовій формі; 

вести бесіду з професійних тем; презентувати результати своїх розробок; вільно 

читати, розуміти й обговорювати тексти з визначеної тематики. 

Вправи та завдання спрямовані на активізацію лексичного та 

граматичного матеріалу, розширення словникового запасу за тематикою 

змістовних модулів.  

Згідно з вимогами освітньо-професійної програми студенти повинні 

знати: 

– загальновживані терміни та словосполучення з тем тематичних модулів;  

– граматичні ресурси англійської мови;  

– правила словотвору;  

уміти: 

– висловлювати свою думку як усно, так і в письмовій формі; 

– вести бесіду на теми тематичних модулів; 

– вільно читати, розуміти й обговорювати професійні тексти; 

– презентувати результати своїх розробок. 
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1 ТЕМИ ТА ПОГОДИННИЙ РОЗКЛАД ПРАКТИЧНИХ ЗАНЯТЬ І 

САМОСТІЙНОЇ РОБОТИ З НАВЧАЛЬНОЇ ДИСЦИПЛІНИ 

 

№ 

з/п 
Назва теми 

Кількість 

годин 

пр сам 

1 Computer System Architechture. Present Simple and Present 

Progressive 
8 15 

2 Operating System Concept. Past Simple and Present Perfect 8 15 

3 Computer Network Concept and Architecture. Enabling 

Words 
8 15 

4 Data Base Organization. Objectives, Facilitation 8 15 

5 Data Bases Design. Time Clauses 8 15 

6 Electronics Basics. Ing-forms as a Noun, after Prepositions 8 15 

7 Diodes. Basic Types and Characteristics. Countable and 

Uncountable Nouns 
8 15 

8 Transistors. Types and Basic Characteristics. The Passive 8 15 

9 BJTs. Basic Characteristics and Application. Relative 

Clauses with a Participle 

8 15 

10 MOSFET. Basic Characteristics and Application. Questions 8 15 

11 Automatic Control Concept. Cause and Effect 6 11 

12 Automatic Control Systems. Comparing and Contrasting 6 11 

13 Feedback Control. Modals  6 11 

14 Frequency Response Control. Linking Words 6 11 

15 Non-Linear Systems. Numbers 6 11 

 Усього забезпечення аудиторних занять  205 

 Забезпечення семестрового контролю – 15 

 Усього годин 110 220 
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2 ПЕРЕЛІК ТЕМ І ПИТАНЬ З НАВЧАЛЬНОЇ ДИСЦИПЛІНИ 

ДЛЯ САМОСТІЙНОГО ОПРАЦЮВАННЯ 

 

Тема 1. Сomputer System Architecture. Present Simple and Present 

Progressive. 

Методичні поради 

A computer is an electronic machine which can accept data in a certain form, 

process the data, and give the results of the processing in a specified format as 

information. 

First, data is fed into the computer's memory. Then, when the program is run, 

the computer performs a set of instructions and processes the data. Finally, we can 

see the results (the output) on the screen or in printed form (see Fig. 1 below). 

A computer system consists of two parts: hardware and software. Hardware is 

any electronic or mechanical part you can see or touch. Software is a set of 

instructions, called a program, which tells the computer what to do. There are three 

basic hardware sections: the central processing unit (CPU), main memory and 

peripherals 

Perhaps the most influential component is the central processing unit. Its 

function is to execute program instructions and coordinate the activities of all the 

other units. In a way, it is the'brain'of the computer. The main memory (a collection 

of RAM chips) holds the instructions and data which are being processed by the 

CPU. Peripherals are the physical units attached to the computer. They include 

storage devices and input/ output devices. 

Storage devices (hard drives, DVD drives or flash drives) provide a permanent 

storage of both data and programs. Disk drives are used to read and write data on 

disks. Input devices enable data to go into the computer's memory.The most 

common input devices are the mouse and the keyboard. Output devices enable us to 

extract the finished product from the system. For example, the computer shows the 

output on the monitor or prints the results onto paper by means of a printer 
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On the rear panel of the computer there are several ports into which we can 

plug a wide range of peripherals - a modem, a digital camera, a scanner, etc. They 

allow communication between the computer and the devices. Modern desktop PCs 

have USB ports and memory card readers on the front panel. 

Most PCs are held back not by the speed of their main processor, but by the 

time it takes to move data in and out of memory. One of the most important 

techniques for getting around this bottleneck is the memory cache. 

The idea is to use a small number of very fast memory chips as a buffer or 

cache between main memory and the processor. Whenever the processor needs to 

read data it looks in this cache area first. If it finds the data in the cache then this 

counts as a 'cache hit' and the processor need not go through the more laborious 

process of reading data from the main memory. Only if the data is not in the cache 

does it need to access main memory, but in the process it copies whatever it finds into 

the cache so that it is there ready for the next time it is needed. The whole process is 

controlled by a group of logic circuits called the cache controller. 

One of the cache controller's main jobs is to look after 'cache coherency' which 

means ensuring that any changes written to main memory are reflected within the 

cache and vice versa. There are several techniques for achieving this, the most 

obvious being for the processor to write directly to both the cache and main memory 

at the same time. This is known as a 'write-through' cache and is the safest solution, 

but also the slowest. 

The main alternative is the 'write-back' cache which allows the processor to 

write changes only to the cache and not to main memory. Cache entries that have 

changed are flagged as 'dirty', telling the cache controller to write their contents back 

to main memory before using the space to cache new data. A write-back cache speeds 

up the write process, but does require a more intelligent cache controller. 

Most cache controllers move a 'line' of data rather than just a single item each 

time they need to transfer data between main memory and the cache. This tends to 

improve the chance of a cache hit as most programs spend their time stepping 

through instructions stored sequentially in memory, rather than jumping about from 
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one area to another. The amount of data transferred each time is known as the 'line 

size'. 

Питання для самоперевірки 

Mark the following as True or False: 

1. Cache memory is faster than RAM.  

2. The processor looks for data in the main memory first. 

3. Write-through cache is faster than write-back cache. 

4. Write-back cache requires a more intelligent cache controller. 

5. Most programs use instructions that are stored in sequence in memory.  

6. Most cache controllers transfer one item of data at a time. 

7. Hardware and software disk caches work in much the same way. 

8. Choose as a consequence, consequently, hence, it follows that, thus, or 

therefore to make a sentence correct. 

1. We couldn’t use X we hence / it follows that / thus used Y instead.  

2. It was as a consequence / consequently / thus found necessary to use Y 

instead.  

3. As a consequence / Thus / Therefore of using Y, performance improved.  

4. Consequently / Hence / Thus , we believe that X is more ef fi cient than W.  

5. X = 1, hence / therefore / thus X + 1 = 2.  

6. It stays in the same state even when the power is off. It is consequently / 

hence / thus good for storage.  

7. Y was unavailable. Consequently / it follows that / therefore we used X.  

8. The processor, and as a consequence / consequently / hence the drive, are 

mounted on a cabinet.  

9. X can damage Y, as a consequence / consequently / hence the need to place 

them far apart.  

10. If X cannot be used, hence / it follows that / thus Y can’t be used either.  

1. thus 2. thus (consequently) 3. as a consequence 4. consequently / thus 

(hence)  
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5. hence / therefore / thus 6. consequently / thus (hence) 7. consequently / 

therefore  

8. consequently / hence (as a consequence) 9. hence 10. it follows that 

9. Choose e.g., for example, i.e., such as, that is to say, or etc to make a 

sentence correct. 

1. Several countries speak English as the of fi cial language ( e.g. / etc / i.e. 

Australia and India).  

2. Several countries speak English as the of fi cial language – Australia, India, 

e.g. / etc / i.e . – and such countries are in any case…  

3. Only two languages are completely phonetic ( e.g. / etc / i.e. Italian and 

Finnish).  

4. These conditions manifest themselves in a range of environmental 

conditions i.e. / such as light rain, light wind and fog, and heavy conditions i.e. / such 

as monsoons, hurricanes…  

5. These conditions include e.g. / for example / etc / i.e. / such as light rain, 

light wind and fog and are thus not a serious threat to…  

6. Such environmental conditions ( e.g. / for example / i.e. light rain, light 

wind, fog) are very common.  

7. There are two environmental conditions that can cause such damage i.e. / 

such as / that is to say tornadoes and hurricanes.  

8. Only two countries, i.e. / such as / that is to say Yemen and Syria, are known 

to have had these problems.  

1. e.g. 2. etc 3. i.e. 4. such as, such as 5. for example 6. e.g. (for example) 7. i.e. 

/ that is to say 8. that is to say / i.e. 

10. Choose consideration, observation, or remark to make a sentence 

correct. 

1. There are three fundamental considerations / observations / remarks to take 

into account when testing someone’s language acquisition.  

2. We make some theoretical considerations / observations / remarks regarding 

magnetic flux in superconduting cylinders.  
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3. Physicians tend to make highly reliable judgments if their considerations / 

observations / remarks are quantified using the appropriate instrumentation.  

4. Such patients are best described as having an obsessive-compulsive 

psychosis which impacts on the way they interact at work and at home. We discuss 

the implications of these considerations / observations / remarks in the light of new 

evidence that suggests that…  

5. The considerations / observations / remarks of the referee on the first version 

of this paper helped me to improve the quality of the manuscript.  

6. We report our considerations / observations / remarks of 67 newborns of 

heroin-addicted mothers.  

7. Sometimes we actually believe what we are saying, even if our 

considerations / observations / remarks are totally inconsistent with our demonstrated 

attitudes, beliefs, or feelings.  

8. When reviewing a paper, it is wise to suppress all critical or unkind 

considerations / observations / remarks and instead focus in a constructive way on 

how the authors could improve their manuscript.  

9. The main advantage of this telescope is that each consideration / observation 

/ remark is a direct measure of azimuth.  

1. considerations (observations) 2. considerations (observations) 3. 

observations 4. considerations (observations) 5. remarks / observations 6. 

observations 7. remarks 8. remarks (observations) 9. observation 

Література: [2, с. 28 – 42; 3, с. 12 – 46]. 

 

Тема 2. Operating System Concept. Past Simple and Present Perfect 

Методичні поради 

When a brand new computer comes off the factory assembly line, it can do 

nothing. The hardware needs software to make it work. Are we talking about 

applications software such as wordprocessing or spreadsheet software? Partly. But an 

applications software package does not communicate directly with the hardware. 

Between the applications software and the hardware is a software interface - an 
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operating system. An operating system is a set of programs that lies between 

applications software and the computer hardware. 

The most important program in the operating system, the program that 

manages the operating system, is the supervisor program, most of which remains in 

memory and is thus referred to as resident. The supervisor controls the entire 

operating system and loads into memory other operating system programs (called 

non-resident) from disk storage only as needed. 

An operating system has three main functions: (1) manage the computer's 

resources, such as the central processing unit, memory, disk drives, and printers, (2) 

establish a user interface, and (3) execute and provide services for applications 

software. Keep in mind, however, that much of the work of an operating system is 

hidden from the user. In particular, the first listed function, managing the computer's 

resources, is taken care of without the user being aware of the details. Furthermore, 

all input and output operations, although invoked by an applications program, are 

actually carried out by the operating system. 

Linux has its roots in a student project. In 1992, an undergraduate called Linus 

Torvalds was studying computer science in Helsinki, Finland. Like most computer 

science courses, a big component of it was taught on (and about) Unix. Unix was the 

wonder operating system of the 1970s and 1980s: both a textbook example of the 

principles of operating system design, and sufficiently robust to be the standard OS in 

engineering and scientific computing. But Unix was a commercial product (licensed 

by AT&T to a number of resellers), and cost more than a student could pay. 

Annoyed by the shortcomings of Minix (a compact Unix clone written as a 

teaching aid by Professor Andy Tannenbaum) Linus set out to write his own 'kernel' – 

the core of an operating system that handles memory allocation, talks to hardware 

devices, and makes sure everything keeps running. He used the GNU programming 

tools developed by Richard Stallman's Free Software Foundation, an organisation of 

volunteers dedicated to fulfilling Stallman's ideal of making good software that 

anyone could use without paying. When he'd written a basic kernel, he released the 

source code to the Linux kernel on the Internet. 
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Source code is important. It's the original from which compiled programs arе 

generated. If you don't have the source code to a program, you can't modify it to fix 

bugs or add new features. Most software companies won't sell you their source code, 

or will only do so for an eye-watering price, because they believe that if they make it 

available it will destroy their revenue stream. 

What happened next was astounding, рrogrammers (mostly academies and 

students) began using Linux. They found that it didn't do things they wanted it to do - 

so they fixed it. And where they improved it, they sent the improvements to Linus, 

who rolled them into the kernel. And Linux began to grow. 

There's a term for this model of software development; it's called Open Source 

(see www.opensource.org/ for more information), so Anyone can have the source 

code – it's free. Anyone can contribute to it. If you use it heavily you may want to 

extend or develop or fix bugs in it – and it is so easy to give your fixes back to the 

community that most people do so. 

An operating system kernel on its own isn't a lot of use; but Linux was 

purposefully designed as a near-clone of Unix, and there is a lot of software out there 

that is free and was designed to compile on Linux. By about 1992, the first 

'distributions' appeared. 

A distribution is the Linux-user term for a complete operating system kit, 

complete with the utilities and applications you need to make it do useful things - 

command interpreters, programming tools, text editors, typesetting tools, and 

graphical user interfaces based on the X windowing system. X is a standard in 

academic and scientific computing, but not hitherto common on PCs; it s a complex 

distributed windowing system on which people implement graphical interfaces like 

KDE and Gnome. 

As more and more people got to know about Linux, some of them began to 

port the Linux kernel to run on non-standard computers. Because it's free, Linux is 

now the most widely- ported operating system there is. 

http://www.opensource.org/
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Питання для самоперевірки 

1. What difference is there between applications software and operating 

systems? 

2. Why is the supervisor program the most important operating system 

program? 

3. What is the difference between resident and non-resident programs? 

4. What are the main functions of an operating system? 

5. Choose measure or measurement to make a sentence correct. 

1. A risk marker is statistically associated with the disease, which then acts as a 

measure / measurement of the disease process.  

2. There had been major changes in the measures / measurements taken by the 

seismic monitoring machine in the few hours before the earthquake and also in the 

preceding 20 days.  

3. The techniques measure radiation induced or emitted spontaneously from the 

nuclear material; the measures / measurements are nondestructive in that they do not 

alter the physical or chemical state of the nuclear material.  

4. The sheer size of the problem took the government by surprise, they then 

rapidly took measures / measurements to prevent bankers from carrying out any more 

such extortionate activities.  

5. Similarly, various measures / measurements of city size (population, public 

housing, police per capita) were also insignificant in determining crime levels.  

1. measure 2. measurements 3. measurements 4. measures 5. measures 

(measurements) 

6. Choose replacement, substitute, or substitution to make a sentence 

correct. 

1. We have demonstrated the utility of this hemoglobin as a blood replacement 

/ substitute / substitution .  

2. We investigate an innovative sugar replacement / substitute / substitution for 

powdered coffee products.  

3. The patients had all had a heart replacement / substitute / substitution .  
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4. A self-administered questionnaire cannot be used as a replacement / 

substitute / substitution for thorough clinical assessment.  

5. Replacement / Substitute / Substitution of Equation 3 in Equation 2 yields an 

integral equation.  

6. The environmental cost of fossil fuels has led a drive for their replacement / 

substitute / substitution by sustainable energy sources such as wind, tidal, solar and 

bio-energy crops.  

1. substitute 2. substitute 3. replacement 4. substitute (replacement) 5. 

substitution  

6. replacement / substitution 

7. Choose among, between, from, of, or with to make a sentence correct. 

1. We made our selection among / between / from the various systems 

available.  

2. Among / Between / Of the six tests, the first was the only one that gave any 

usable results.  

3. Communication among / between / from the two countries is at an all time 

low.  

4. This would help to promote the language among / between / of system 

engineers and designers.  

5. The first was the most significant among / between / of the six tests made.  

6. They are all synchronized between / of / with each other.  

7. They are different among / from / of each other.  

8. The funds were shared among / between / of all the many participants.  

1. from 2. of 3. between 4. among 5. of 6. with 7. from 8. among 

Література: [2, с. 23 – 52; 3, с. 12 – 46]. 

 

Тема 3. Computer Network Concept and Architecture. Enabling Words 

Методичні поради 

A computer network or data network is a telecommunications network which 

allows computers to exchange data. In computer networks, networked computing 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_(computing)
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devices exchange data with each other along network links (data connections). The 

connections between nodes are established using either cable media or wireless 

media. The best-known computer network is the Internet. 

Network computer devices that originate, route and terminate the data are 

called network nodes. Nodes can include hosts such as personal computers,  

phones, servers as well as networking hardware. Two such devices can be said to be 

networked together when one device is able to exchange information with the other 

device, whether or not they have a direct connection to each other. 

Computer networks differ in the transmission media used to carry their signals, 

the communications protocols to organize network traffic, the network's 

size, topology and organizational intent. In most cases, communications protocols 

are layered on (i.e. work using) other more specific or more general communications 

protocols, except for the physical layer that directly deals with the transmission 

media. 

Computer networks support applications such as access to the World Wide 

Web, shared use of application and storage servers,printers, and fax machines, and 

use of email and instant messaging applications. 

Wired technologies 

Fiber optic cables are used to transmit light from one computer/network node 

to another. The orders of the following wired technologies are, roughly, from slowest 

to fastest transmission speed. 

Coaxial cable is widely used for cable television systems, office buildings, and 

other work-sites for local area networks. The cables consist of copper or aluminum 

wire surrounded by an insulating layer (typically a flexible material with a high 

dielectric constant), which itself is surrounded by a conductive layer. The insulation 

helps minimize interference and distortion. Transmission speed ranges from 200 

million bits per second to more than 500 million bits per second. 

ITU-T G.hn technology uses existing home wiring (coaxial cable, phone lines 

and power lines) to create a high-speed (up to 1 Gigabit/s) local area network. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_link
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmission_line
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Node_(networking)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Host_(network)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Server_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Networking_hardware
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmission_media
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communications_protocol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_topology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communications_protocol#Layering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File_server
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Printing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Email
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instant_messaging
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiber_optic_cables
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coaxial_cable
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ITU-T
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G.hn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Home_wiring
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethernet_over_coax
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_line_communication
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Twisted pair wire is the most widely used medium for all telecommunication. 

Twisted-pair cabling consist of copper wires that are twisted into pairs. Ordinary 

telephone wires consist of two insulated copper wires twisted into pairs. Computer 

network cabling (wired Ethernet as defined byIEEE 802.3) consists of 4 pairs of 

copper cabling that can be utilized for both voice and data transmission. The use of 

two wires twisted together helps to reduce crosstalk and electromagnetic induction. 

The transmission speed ranges from 2 million bits per second to 10 billion bits per 

second. Twisted pair cabling comes in two forms: unshielded twisted pair (UTP) and 

shielded twisted-pair (STP). Each form comes in several category ratings, designed 

for use in various scenarios. 

An optical fiber is a glass fiber. It carries pulses of light that represent data. 

Some advantages of optical fibers over metal wires are very low transmission loss 

and immunity from electrical interference. Optical fibers can simultaneously carry 

multiple wavelengths of light, which greatly increases the rate that data can be sent, 

and helps enable data rates of up to trillions of bits per second. Optic fibers can be 

used for long runs of cable carrying very high data rates, and are used for undersea 

cables to interconnect continents. 

Price is a main factor distinguishing wired- and wireless-technology options in 

a business. Wireless options command a price premium that can make purchasing 

wired computers, printers and other devices a financial benefit. Before making the 

decision to purchase hard-wired technology products, a review of the restrictions and 

limitations of the selections is necessary. Business and employee needs may override 

any cost considerations.  

A bridge is a hardware and software combination used to connect the same 

type of networks. Bridges can also partition a large network into two smaller ones 

and connect two LANs that are nearby each other. 

A router is a special computer that directs communicating messages when 

several networks are connected together. High-speed routers can serve as part of the 

Internet backbone. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twisted_pair
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethernet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_802.3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crosstalk_(electronics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_induction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_fiber
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Undersea_cables
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Undersea_cables
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A gateway is an interface that enables dissimilar networks to communicate, 

such as two LANs based on different topologies or network operating systems. 

A backbone is the main transmission path, handling the major data traffic, 

connecting different LANs together. 

A LAN is a network contained within a small area, for example a company 

department. 

A modem is a device for converting digital signals to analogue signals and 

vice versa to enable a computer to transmit and receive data using an ordinary 

telephone line. 

Wireless (WiFi) networks are just like fixed LANs but instead of using cables, 

devices are linked by radio waves. 

Each computer in a wireless network requires a wireless network interface card 

(NIC). These can be built in or you can use plug-in adaptors. These allow each 

component in the network to communicate with a wireless access point (AP) to create 

a wireless local area network (WLAN). The AP operates like a router in a fixed LAN. 

It also provides a bridge which plugs into the hub of a fixed LAN allowing both fixed 

and wireless users to talk to each other. If your LAN is connected to the Internet, the 

WLAN can also use it. If not, you can connect the WLAN to the Internet via an 

ADSL or cable modem. 

What are the advantages of a wireless network? You don't need cabling. In 

older buildings, it can be expansive to install cables and access points. With WiFi, 

one access point can cover an entire floor or even a building. You can work anywhere 

within range of the access point. On a sunny day, you could work outside. You can 

make any room in the house your study. There are now WiFi hotspots in hotels, 

libraries and airports so you can link to a network away from home or your office. 

There are disadvantages. Fixed LANs can run at 1000 Mbps. Wireless 

networks arе much slower and the further you arе from an access point, the slower 

the rate. Although there are savings on the cost of cabling, wireless NICs are more 

expensive than the wired versions. Then there is the problem of interference, if a 

neighbour is using the same channel, and security. Other users may be able to 
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intercept your data. Encryption programs like Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) can 

help. 

Питання для самоперевірки 

1. What is a LAN? 

2. What is a WLAN? 

3. What are differencies, benefits and lacks  of  LAN and WLAN? 

4. Choose at, to, or towards to make a sentence correct. 

1. No one at / to / towards the best of our knowledge has ever studied this issue 

before.  

2. Block A then moves at / to / towards Block B without actually reaching it.  

3. In his introduction at / to / towards calculus, Schneider [3] shows that…  

4. She comes at / to / towards the conclusion that x does not equal y.  

5. One of the major drawbacks at / to / towards adopting this system is…  

6. We found much higher values for mercury with respect at / to / towards 

those reported by Pandey [2012].  

7. Contrary at / to / towards what was previously thought, we found that at / to / 

towards this level there are in fact no side effects.  

8. The evidence from this study points at / to / towards the idea that…  

9. This study has gone some way at / to / towards enhancing our understanding 

of this important issue.  

10. Many attempts have been made aimed at / to / towards solving this 

problem.  

1. to 2. towards 3. to 4. to 5. to 6. to 7. to, at 8. to / towards 9. to / towards  

10. at 

5. Choose affect, effect, influence, condition, or interest to make a sentence 

correct. 

1. The packaging of products affects / effects / influences whether we will buy 

the product or not.  

2. Many teenage girls are affected / conditioned / interested by photos of 

skinny models, to the extent that they may become obsessed with losing weight.  
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3. Whether teachers have previous experience or training will inevitably affect 

/ condition / influence the way they teach.  

4. The choice of what to study at university is strongly conditioned / influenced 

/ interested by the possibilities of a career.  

5. We found that the general public was only marginally affected / conditioned 

/ interested by the government’s campaign to encourage people to eat more healthily.  

6. It was found that religion can, under certain circumstances, totally affect / 

condition / influence the way believers behave.  

7. The way we de fi ne X does not affect / effect / influence the way X is 

perceived.  

8. Does the job we do affect / condition / effect / influence the chances of us 

taking drugs?  

9. It is believed by some that correction may have a detrimental effect / 

influence a change on a student’s confidence and may even affect / condition / 

influence their behavior during lessons.  

10. The method chosen was found to affect / condition / interest the 

performance to the extent that choosing the wrong method inevitably gave 

catastrophic results. This finding affected / conditioned / interested the researchers, 

who then went on to repeat the experiment in Japan and Korea, with very different 

results. 

1. influences 2. conditioned 3. affect / influence 4. conditioned / influenced  

5. affected 6. condition (influence) 7. affect / influence 8. affect / influence  

9. effect, affect / condition / influence 10. affect / condition, interested 

Література: [1, с. 53 – 85; 2, с. 345 – 380]. 

 

Тема 4. Database Organization. Objective, facilitate 

Методичні поради 

What is a database? 

A database is a tool for collecting and organizing information. Databases can 

store information about people, products, orders, or anything else. Many databases 
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start as a list in a word-processing program or spreadsheet. As the list grows bigger, 

redundancies and inconsistencies begin to appear in the data. The data becomes hard 

to understand in list form, and there are limited ways of searching or pulling subsets 

of data out for review. Once these problems start to appear, it's a good idea to transfer 

the data to a database created by a database management system (DBMS). 

A computerized database is a container of objects. One database can contain 

more than one table. For example, an inventory tracking system that uses three tables 

is not three databases, but one database that contains three tables. Unless it has been 

specifically designed to use data or code from another source, an Access database 

stores its tables in a single file, along with other objects, such as forms, reports, 

macros, and modules. Databases created in the Access 2007 format have the file 

extension .accdb, and databases created in earlier Access formats have the file 

extension .mdb. You can use Access 2007 to create files in earlier file formats (for 

example, Access 2000 and Access 2002-2003). 

Using Access, you can: 

Add new data to a database, such as a new item in an inventory 

Edit existing data in the database, such as changing the current location of an 

item 

Delete information, perhaps if an item is sold  

Organize and view the data in different ways 

Share the data with others via reports, e-mail messages, an intranet, or the 

Internet. 

Tables 

A database table is similar in appearance to a spreadsheet, in that data is stored 

in rows and columns. As a result, it is usually quite easy to import a spreadsheet into 

a database table. The main difference between storing your data in a spreadsheet and 

storing it in a database is in how the data is organized. 

To get the most flexibility out of a database, the data needs to be organized into 

tables so that redundancies don't occur. For example, if you're storing information 

about employees, each employee should only need to be entered once in a table. Data 
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about products will be stored in its own table, and data about branch offices will be 

stored in another table. This process is called normalization. 

Each row in a table is referred to as a record. Records are where the individual 

pieces of information are stored. Each record consists of one or more fields. Fields 

correspond to the columns in the table. For example, you might have a table named 

"Employees" where each record (row) contains information about a different 

employee, and each field (column) contains a different type of information, such as 

first name, last name, address, and so on. Fields must be designated as a certain data 

type, whether it's text, date or time, number, or some other type. 

Another way to describe records and fields is to visualize a library's old-style 

card catalog. Each card in the cabinet corresponds to a record in the database. Each 

piece of information on an individual card (author, title, and so on) corresponds to 

a field in the database. 

Forms 

Forms are sometimes referred to as "data entry screens." They are the 

interfaces you use to work with your data, and they often contain command buttons 

that perform various commands. You can create a database without using forms by 

simply editing your data in the table datasheets. However, most database users prefer 

to use forms for viewing, entering, and editing data in the tables. 

Forms provide an easy-to-use format for working with the data, and you can 

also add functional elements, such as command buttons, to them. You can program 

the buttons to determine which data appears on the form, open other forms or reports, 

or perform a variety of other tasks. For example, you might have a form named 

"Customer Form" in which you work with customer data. The customer form might 

have a button which opens an order form where you can enter a new order for that 

customer. 

Forms also allow you to control how other users interact with the data in the 

database. For example, you can create a form that shows only certain fields and 

allows only certain operations to be performed. This helps protect data and to ensure 

that the data is entered properly. 
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Reports 

Reports are what you use to summarize and present data in the tables. A report 

usually answers a specific question, such as "How much money did we receive from 

each customer this year?" or "What cities are our customers located in?" Each report 

can be formatted to present the information in the most readable way possible. 

A report can be run at any time, and will always reflect the current data in the 

database. Reports are generally formatted to be printed out, but they can also be 

viewed on the screen, exported to another program, or sent as e-mail message. 

Queries 

Queries are the real workhorses in a database, and can perform many different 

functions. Their most common function is to retrieve specific data from the tables. 

The data you want to see is usually spread across several tables, and queries allow 

you to view it in a single datasheet. Also, since you usually don't want to see all the 

records at once, queries let you add criteria to "filter" the data down to just the 

records you want. Queries often serve as the record source for forms and reports. 

Certain queries are "updateable," meaning you can edit the data in the 

underlying tables via the query datasheet. If you are working in an updateable query, 

remember that your changes are actually being made in the tables, not just in the 

query datasheet. 

Queries come in two basic varieties: select queries and action queries. A select 

query simply retrieves the data and makes it available for use. You can view the 

results of the query on the screen, print it out, or copy it to the clipboard. Or, you can 

use the output of the query as the record source for a form or report. An action query, 

as the name implies, performs a task with the data. Action queries can be used to 

create new tables, add data to existing tables, update data, or delete data. 

Macros 

Macros in Access can be thought of as a simplified programming language 

which you can use to add functionality to your database. For example, you can attach 

a macro to a command button on a form so that the macro runs whenever the button 

is clicked. Macros contain actions that perform tasks, such as opening a report, 
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running a query, or closing the database. Most database operations that you do 

manually can be automated by using macros, so they can be great time-saving 

devices. 

Modules 

Modules, like macros, are objects you can use to add functionality to your 

database. Whereas you create macros in Access by choosing from a list of macro 

actions, you write modules in the Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) programming 

language. A module is a collection of declarations, statements, and procedures that 

are stored together as a unit. A module can be either a class module or a standard 

module. Class modules are attached to forms or reports, and usually contain 

procedures that are specific to the form or report they're attached to. Standard 

modules contain general procedures that aren't associated with any other object. 

Standard modules are listed under Modules in the Navigation Pane, whereas class 

modules are not. 

An alternative concept in database design is known as Hypertext. In a 

Hypertext database, any object, whether it be a piece of text, a picture, or a film, can 

be linked to any other object. Hypertext databases are particularly useful for 

organizing large amounts of disparate information, but they are not designed for 

numerical analysis. 

There are a number of characteristics that distinguish the database approach 

from the file-based system or approach.  

Питання для самоперевірки 

1. What does a table look like? 

2. What is normalization? 

3. What is a row? 

4. What do forms provide? 

5. What are real workhoses in a database? 

6. What do we use to add functionality to our database? 

7. Which characteristics of a database are more important? 

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/H/hypertext.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/O/object.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/T/text.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/L/link.html
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8. Choose agree with, be in agreement with, or match to make a sentence 

correct. 

1. These findings are agree / in agreement / match with the literature.  

2. Students were asked to express to what extent they agreed with / were in 

agreement with / matched a series of alternative questions.  

3. The data agree / in agreement / match with earlier findings by Smith et al.  

4. The first set of values agree / in agreement / match the second set perfectly.  

5. Does the current level of pharmacy practice agree / match physicians’ 

expectations?  

1. in agreement 2. agreed with / were in agreement with 3. agree (match) 4. 

match  

5. match  

9. Choose allow, enable, permit, let, or mean to make a sentence correct. 

1. This may be desirable in the long term to allow / let / mean a greater degree 

of control over the…  

2. The paper shows the results of an approach that allows us to extrapolate the 

data / permits to extrapolate the data / means the data can be extrapolated more easily 

than with other methods.  

3. Increased connectivity enables / lets / permits new ways of conducting 

business, allowing / enabling / permitting companies to trade…  

4. We also allow / permit / let users the flexibility of editing incoming and sent 

messages.  

5. These governments do not enable / let / permit immigrants to have 

citizenship.  

6. The formulation of this new theory allows to / means we can / permits to 

obtain a more general expression of the overall transfer function.  

7. This kind of behavior is not allowed / enabled / permitted .  

8. Her parents allowed / let / permitted her do anything she wanted.  

1. allow 2. allow us to extrapolate the data / means the data can be 

extrapolated  
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3. enables (permits), allowing (enabling / permitting) 4. allow 5. permit  

6. means we can 7. allowed / permitted 8. let 

10. Choose analyze, elaborate, or process to make a sentence correct. 

1. The data were analyzed / elaborated / processed using StAT 2.0.  

2. Unfortunately, the authors fail to analyze / elaborate / process on the method 

they used.  

3. Medical or cause-of-death information was analyzed / elaborated / processed 

separately.  

4. The food had evidently been analyzed / elaborated / processed before or 

during the outbreak of the disease.  

5. They have analyzed / elaborated / processed an experimental method of 

investigating emotion.  

1. processed (analyzed) 2. elaborate 3. analyzed / processed 4. processed  

5. elaborated 

Література: [7, с. 76 – 101; 8, с. 63 – 98]. 

 

Тема 5. Database Design. Time Clauses 

Методичні поради 

Database management systems are generally categorized as transaction 

processing systems, decision support systems and/or knowledge-based systems. 

During their development each of these types of DBMS introduces different problems 

and challenges. Traditionally, SDLC models designed for developing DBMS 

followed the design-first-implement-later approach because of the DBMS were 

mainly of the transaction processing type. The authors believe, as we will explain 

later, that the design-first-implement-later approach does not work for the databases 

underlying data mining or knowledge-base systems or for that matter for any system 

where the requirements change very frequently.  

Some of the traditional SDLCs models used for software development are: 

waterfall, prototypes, spiral and rapid application development (RAD). These life 

cycles models are defined broadly in terms of what each individual phase accomplish, 
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the input and output documents it produces or requires, and the processes that are 

necessary in completing each phase. In general, the output deliverables from the 

previous phase serve as an input to the next phase. However, in these models it can 

be observed also that usually there is no interaction between two consecutive phases; 

therefore, no feedback between these phases exists. When creating a database system 

the feedback between some of the life cycle phases is very critical and necessary to 

produce a functionally complete database management system.  

When choosing or defining a lifecycle model for database systems we need to 

take into account properties such as scope restriction, progressive enhancement, 

incremental planning and pre-defined structure. In addition, it is essential that the 

requirements and goals should be documented using a requirements traceability 

matrix (RTM) that will help in limiting the project to its envisioned scope. The 

database development life cycle should allow the incorporation of new user’s 

requirements at a later phase due to the interactive nature that should exist between 

the user and the developers. This would make the enhancement of a product easier 

and would not increase the cost significantly. For this reason incremental planning is 

important for database system development. Apart from the initial planning phase, 

individual planning is required for the design and the requirements revision phases as 

they highly influence the overall implementation and the evaluation of the entire 

system. A life cycle model lacking any of aforementioned properties (scope 

restriction, progressive enhancement, incremental planning and pre-defined structure) 

would increase the cost, time and effort to develop a DBMS.  

This section discusses the traditional lifecycle models and shows that, at least 

one of the properties required for database system development (scope restriction, 

progressive enhancement, incremental planning and pre-defined structure), is missing 

from each of these lifecycles. For this reason, these life cycle models are not 

completely suitable for developing database systems. In the remaining of this section 

we briefly describe some of the most popular software models and point out their 

deficiencies for developing DBMSs.  
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Waterfall model: This is the most common of all software models. The phases 

in the waterfall cycle are: project planning, requirements definition, design, 

development, testing, and installation and acceptance (See Figure 1). Each of these 

phases receives an input and produces an output (that serves as the input for next 

phase) in the form of deliverables.  

The waterfall model accommodates the scope restriction and the pre-defined 

structure properties of the lifecycle. The requirements definition phase deals with 

scope restriction based on the discussions with the end user. The pre-defined structure 

establishes a set of standard guidelines to carry out the activities required of each 

phase as well as the documentation that needs to be produced. Therefore, the 

waterfall model, by taking into account the pre-defined structure property, helps the 

designers, developers, and other project participants to work in a familiar 

environment with fewer miscommunications while allowing completion of the 

project in a timely manner.  

On the other hand, the waterfall model lacks the progressive enhancement and 

incremental planning property. In this model, the requirements are finalized early in 

the cycle. In consequence, it is difficult to introduce new requirements or features at 

later phases of the development process. This waterfall model, which was derived 

from the “hardware world”, views the software development from a manufacturing 

perception where items are produced once and reproduced many times. A software 

development process does not work this way because the software evolves as the 

details of the problem are understood and discussed with the end user.  

The waterfall model has a documentation driven approach which, from the 

user’s point of view, is considered one of its main weaknesses. The system 

specifications, which are finalized early in the lifecycle, may be written in a non-

familiar style or in a formal language that may be difficult for the end user to 

understand. Generally, the end user agrees to these specifications without having a 

clear understanding of what the final product will be like. This leads to 

misunderstood or missing requirements in the software requirements specifications 

(SRS). For this reason, in general, the user has to wait until the installation phase is 
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complete to see the overall functionality of the system. It should be obvious then that 

the lack of incremental planning in this model makes it difficult to use when 

developing a database system particularly when the latter supports, for instance, a 

data mining or data warehouse operations where the “impromptu” demands imposed 

on the system vary frequently or cannot be easily anticipated. 

Питання для самоперевірки 

1. Which database design models do you know? 

2. Which model is better for your database development? 

3. Which steps of database design did you perform?  

4. Choose argue, claim, or pretend to make a sentence correct. 

1. We do not argue / claim / pretend to provide a complete solution to this 

problem.  

2. There is no point arguing / claiming / pretending that these problems are 

likely to disappear in the near future, something needs to be done now.  

3. A child has no dif fi culty in arguing / claiming / pretending that a banana is 

a telephone.  

4. They argue / claim / pretend that we do not need a government, but that we 

should be self-governing. However, this line of thinking does not…  

5. Kasamir refuses to romanticize the freedom fighter as a heroic rebel, arguing 

/ claiming / pretending instead that freedom fighters themselves are fulfilling their 

natural duty to liberate their country from an oppressive regime.  

6. The children argued / claimed / pretended that they spend many hours a day 

arguing / claiming / pretending with their parents.  

1. claim 2. pretending (arguing) 3. pretending 4. argue (claim) 5. arguing  

6. claimed, arguing 

5. Choose arise, raise, rise, or give rise to to make a sentence correct. 

1. We then estimated the unemployment rate that would have arisen / give rise 

to / raised / risen by 15% or more if those measures had not been introduced.  

2. However, we did not include these samples. In fact, including them would 

have arisen / give rise to / raised / risen an overrepresentation of…  
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3. In these cases the government should have arisen / give rise to / raised / risen 

taxes rather than…  

4. Inflation could have arisen / give rise to / raised / risen to 12% if the Central 

Bank had not intervened.  

5. Inflation has arisen / give rise to / raised / risen . Social problems have arisen 

/ give rise to / raised / risen due to the consequent high levels of unemployment, 

which has arisen / give rise to / raised / risen violence across the country.  

6. The proofreaders of the document have arisen / give rise to / raised / risen 

several issues with regard to the use of English. These issues seem to have arisen / 

give rise to / raised / risen from the fact that there are a considerable number of 

grammatical errors. In fact the number of such complaints about our documents has 

arisen / give rise to / raised / risen dramatically.  

1. risen 2. give rise to 3. raised 4. risen 5. risen, arisen, give rise to 6. raised, 

arisen, risen 

6. Choose assume, hypothesize, or suppose to make a sentence correct. 

1. Although language expertise has been assumed / hypothesized / supposed to 

be highest in bilingual children, it has never actually been proved.  

2. The problem is that although the students apparently study what they are 

assumed / hypothesized / supposed to study, the examination itself may not actually 

test what it is assumed / hypothesized / supposed to test.  

3. In this chapter it is assumed / hypothesized / supposed that the reader is 

familiar with…  

4. In the literature it has been assumed / hypothesized / supposed that 

abnormalities in the connections of white matter pathways may be a fundamental 

cause of…  

5. On this basis, it is assumed / hypothesized / supposed that students will only 

want to undertake a Ph.D. if they…  

6. Students were informed that they were not assumed / hypothesized / 

supposed to use a dictionary during the exam, however many students nevertheless 
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brought a dictionary with them as they had assumed / hypothesized / supposed that 

the invigilators would not be strict.  

7. In conclusion, in this paper it has been assumed / hypothesized / supposed 

that the more money we have, the more we will be unhappy.  

8. It has been assumed / hypothesized / supposed by Smith et al. that the rate at 

which we learn knowledge is proportional to the rate at which we…  

9. For this purpose let us assume / hypothesize / suppose that we have two 

systems, I and II, which we permit to interact from the time t 0 to t…  

10. We had assumed / hypothesized / supposed that patients would 

automatically wish to be treated. In reality…  

1. assumed (hypothesized) 2. supposed, supposed / assumed 3. assumed 4. 

hypothesized 5. assumed / hypothesized 6. supposed, assumed 7. hypothesized  

8. hypothesized 9. suppose (assume) 10. assumed 

Література: [7, с. 202 – 295; 8, с. 212 – 295]. 

 

Тема 6. Electronics Basics. Ing-form as a noun, after prepositions 

Методичні поради 

An electronic circuit is composed of various types of components. Some of 

these components are termed as active components because they take part in the 

transformation of the energy while other components, which only dissipate or store 

energy, are called as passive elements. The vacuum tubes, rectifier, transistors are 

some of-the common active while the resistances, which dissipate the power and 

energy storing elements such as capacitances and inductances are known as passive 

elements. The transformers may be regarded as a matching device. The success of 

any electronic circuit depends not only on proper selection of the active elements but 

on the passive and matching elements too. The proper function, of an active device is 

decided by the proper values of these passive elements. Hence the selection of these 

elements such as resistances, inductances, capacitance, and transformers not only 

require the proper attention, but also decide the proper function of the active devices 

as well as the circuit as a whole. Here we shall discuss about some important 
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electronic components and their characteristics, particularly used in Biomedical 

instruments. 

Питання для самоперевірки 

1. What is resistance? 

2. What is power dissipation?  

3. What are differencies between a varistor and varactor? 

4. Choose avoid or prevent to make a sentence correct. 

1. This paper analyses ten key methods in which companies avoid / prevent 

paying taxes and what governments can do to avoid / prevent companies from using 

such methods.  

2. We outline how to avoid / prevent such risks and to avoid / prevent such 

events from reoccurring.  

3. To avoid / prevent the onset of high levels of blood pressure, patients should 

be encouraged to avoid / prevent eating the following:  

4. To avoid / prevent confusion, readers are reminded that…  

5. Several factors tend to avoid / prevent investigators from seeing the true 

nature of the problem.  

6. The rationale is to avoid / prevent brittleness in the metal and thus to avoid / 

prevent failures from taking place.  

7. Should governments avoid / prevent their citizens from undertaking regular 

high-risk activities such as smoking and high alcohol intake?  

8. This strategy helps to avoid / prevent the need for any high-cost 

maintenance.  

1. avoid, prevent 2. avoid, prevent 3. prevent (avoid), avoid 4. avoid 5. prevent  

6. avoid, prevent 7. prevent 8. avoid 

5. Choose be concerned, cope with, deal with, or focus on to make a 

sentence correct. 

1. In general, this book is concerned / copes / deals with decision theory. The 

methods suggested for concerning / coping / dealing with economic problems are 

designed to be understood by readers with only a…  
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2. Men and women are socialized to be concerned / cope / deal with high levels 

of stress in various work situations.  

3. Chemistry is concerned with / dealt with / focused on the study of 

interactions between… In addition to coping with / dealing with / focusing on such 

interactions, chemistry also…  

4. This book is organized into nine sections concerning / coping / dealing with 

various subjects. The first section is concerned with / deals with / focuses on issues of 

development and distribution.  

5. We concerned / coped / dealt with media-related topics in our previous 

work, which concerned / dealt / focused above all on new media.  

6. Our methodology is to teach students how to be concerned / cope / deal with 

criticism of their manuscripts, and other issues that are concerned with research 

publications.  

7. Animals have developed several strategies to be concerned / cope / deal with 

environmental problems.  

1. is concerned (deals), dealing 2. cope (deal) 3. concerned with, dealing with / 

focusing on 4. dealing, is concerned with/deals with/focuses on 5. dealt, focused  

6. cope (deal) 7. cope (deal) 

6. Choose be the result of, turn out, result, or result in to make a sentence 

correct. 

1. The outcome resulted / turned out to be quite different from what we had 

expected.  

2. Incorrect scans may be the result of / result in the pathology appearing far 

worse than it really is.  

3. Such problems can often result / turn out to be an opportunity for enriching 

the explanation.  

4. However, the disadvantage is that this results / turns out in unnecessarily 

counting too many candidates.  
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5. Shocks to the system resulted in / turned out higher pressure. These shocks 

were the result of / resulted in larger increases in the impact of the waves. 

Specifically, the shocks cause the waves because…  

1. turned out 2. result in 3. turn out 4. results 5. resulted in, were the result of 

Література: [2, с. 53 – 70; 3, с. 47 – 85]. 

 

Тема 7. Diodes. Basic Types and Characteristics. Countable and 

Uncountable Nouns 

Методичні поради 

Ideal Diodes 

The key function of an ideal diode is to control the direction of current-flow. 

Current passing through a diode can only go in one direction, called the forward 

direction. Current trying to flow the reverse direction is blocked. They’re like the 

one-way valve of electronics. 

If the voltage across a diode is negative, no current can flow*, and the ideal 

diode looks like an open circuit. In such a situation, the diode is said to 

be off or reverse biased. 

As long as the voltage across the diode isn’t negative, it’ll “turn on” and 

conduct current. Ideally* a diode would act like a short circuit (0V across it) if it was 

conducting current. When a diode is conducting current it’s forward biased 

(electronics jargon for “on”). 

The current-voltage relationship of an ideal diode. Any negative voltage 

produces zero current – an open circuit. As long as the voltage is non-negative the 

diode looks like a short circuit. 

Circuit Symbol 

Every diode has two terminals – connections on each end of the component – 

and those terminals are polarized, meaning the two terminals are distinctly different. 

It’s important not to mix the connections on a diode up. The positive end of a diode is 

called the anode, and the negative end is called the cathode. Current can flow from 

the anode end to the cathode, but not the other direction. If you forget which way 

https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/diodes#idealNotReal
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/diodes#idealNotReal
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current flows through a diode, try to remember the mnemonic ACID: “anode current 

in diode” (also anode cathode is diode). 

The circuit symbol of a standard diode is a triangle butting up against a line. 

There is a variety of diode types, but usually their circuit symbol will look something 

like this: 

The terminal entering the flat edge of the triangle represents the anode. Current 

flows in the direction that the triangle/arrow is pointing, but it can’t go the other way. 

Above are a couple simple diode circuit examples. On the left, diode D1 is 

forward biased and allowing current to flow through the circuit. In essence it looks 

like a short circuit. On the right, diode D2 is reverse biased. Current cannot flow 

through the circuit, and it essentially looks like an open circuit. 

Real Diode Characteristics 

Ideally, diodes will block any and all current flowing the reverse direction, or 

just act like a short-circuit if current flow is forward. Unfortunately, actual diode 

behavior isn’t quite ideal. Diodes do consume some amount of power when 

conducting forward current, and they won’t block out all reverse current. Real-world 

diodes are a bit more complicated, and they all have unique characteristics which 

define how they actually operate. 

Питання для самоперевірки 

1. What is a diode? 

2. Which are its main characteristics? 

3. Which types of diode do you know? 

4. Choose bring, cause, determine, give rise to, or lead to to make a sentence 

correct. 

1. By simultaneously recording the electrograms using the same electrodes, we 

were able to cause / determine the relationship between the two entities.  

2. The high level of stress might have given rise to / caused the students to 

perform badly.  
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3. Most subjects were unable to lead to / determine the level of quality of each 

painting and this brought / led us to the conclusion it would not be worth conducting 

further tests.  

4. We may be able to bring / determine whether the loss of power was caused / 

determined by an internal or external power failure.  

5. For primary products, increasing the concentration will bring / lead to / give 

rise to increasing initial slopes.  

6. Lack of control or lack of meaning frequently give rise to / cause students 

not paying attention in class and this brings / causes with it a general lack of 

motivation for going to school.  

7. As it stands, this type of the constraint will only lead to / determine problems 

in the future.  

8. However, using half-duplex terminals in conjunction with an FDD duplexing 

scheme brings / leads to additional overheads.  

1. determine 2. caused 3. determine, led 4. determine, caused 5. lead to / give 

rise to 6. give rise to, brings 7. lead to 8. leads to 

5. Choose decline, decrease, go down, lessen, lower, or reduce to make a 

sentence correct. 

1. Stock prices might go down / lessen / lower as a result of such a crisis.  

2. Lessening / lowering / reducing costs is one of the prime aims of companies.  

3. Competition generally goes down / lowers / reduces corruption.  

4. The government is planning to decline / lower / lessen taxation.  

5. Radiation in itself does not go down / decline / lessen pain.  

6. This drug has the ability to lessen / reduce / decrease lung inflammation.  

7. The effectiveness of this drug may decline / lower / reduce over time.  

1. go down 2. reducing 3. reduces 4. lower 5. lessen 6. lessen / reduce / 

decrease  

7. decline 
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6. Choose decrease, drop, or plummet to make a sentence correct. 

1. The numbers of full-time employees have decreased / dropped / plummeted 

steadily since 2013.  

2. The price of gold decreased / dropped / plummeted suddenly and 

dramatically in May.  

3. The public’s trust in banks and bankers decreased / dropped / plummeted in 

the early 2010s as the number of cases of malpractice, deception and general 

unethical behavior soared.  

4. The tax rate for the richest has decreased / dropped / plummeted in the last 

decade, from a top rate of around 65% to a rate of 40%, and this despite the fact that 

their earnings have skyrocketed.  

5. The government has systematically and considerably decreased / dropped / 

plummeted the amount of help they give to those on lower incomes. Will riots 

become the norm and will all this lead to the end of democracy as we know it?  

1. decreased 2. dropped 3. dropped / plummeted 4. plummeted 5. decreased 

Література: [ 2, с. 71 – 101; 3, с. 86 – 132]. 

 

Тема 8. Transistors. Types and Basic Characteristics. The Passive 

Методичні поради 

Transistors make our electronics world go ‘round. They’re critical as a control 

source in just about every modern circuit. Sometimes you see them, but more-often-

than-not they’re hidden deep within the die of an integrated circuit. In this tutorial 

we’ll introduce you to the basics of the most common transistor around: the bi-polar 

junction transistor (BJT). 

In small, discrete quantities, transistors can be used to create simple electronic 

switches, digital logic, and signal amplifying circuits. In quantities of thousands, 

millions, and even billions, transistors are interconnected and embedded into tiny 

chips to create computer memories, microprocessors, and other complex ICs. 

There are two types of basic transistor out there: bi-polar junction (BJT) and 

metal-oxide field-effect (MOSFET). In this tutorial we’ll focus on the BJT, because 

https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/integrated-circuits
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/digital-logic
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it’s slightly easier to understand. Digging even deeper into transistor types, there are 

actually two versions of the BJT: NPN and PNP. We’ll turn our focus even sharper 

by limiting our early discussion to the NPN. By narrowing our focus down – getting a 

solid understanding of the NPN – it’ll be easier to understand the PNP (or 

MOSFETS, even) by comparing how it differs from the NPN. 

Symbols, Pins, and Construction 

Transistors are fundamentally three-terminal devices. On a bi-polar junction 

transistor (BJT), those pins are labeledcollector (C), base (B), and emitter (E). The 

circuit symbols for both the NPN and PNP BJT are below: 

The only difference between an NPN and PNP is the direction of the arrow on 

the emitter. The arrow on an NPN points out, and on the PNP it points in. A useful 

mnemonic for remembering which is which is: NPN: Not Pointing iN Backwards 

logic, but it works! 

Питання для самоперевірки 

1. Which types of transistors do you know? 

2. Which are their basic characteristics? 

3. Choose demand, request, require, or query to make a sentence correct. 

1. This topic clearly requests / requires / queries further study before any valid 

conclusions can be drawn.  

2. We demanded / required / queried respondents about how much stress their 

job induces on a daily basis.  

3. Their letter was extremely aggressive and they demanded / required / 

queried to know the name of the anonymous referee.  

4. Students are required / requested / queried to sit eight examinations in their 

first year.  

5. Every time the database is required / requested / queried by a user, it 

provides a response in real time.  

6. Whenever we tried to gain access to the detainment center where the 

immigrants were being detained, we were politely required / requested / queried to 

leave.  
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1. requires 2. queried 3. demanded 4. required 5. queried 6. requested 

4. Choose determine, cause, induce, or lead to to make a sentence correct. 

1. The cause of death was never determined / induced.  

2. Medicinal plants are sometimes used to determine / induce pregnancy.  

3. Cancer can often determine / lead to the death of the patient.  

4. A character can have several traits that determine / lead to how well this 

character performs in the game.  

5. The battery for unit heaters uses fewer tubes to give the same yield: this 

determines / induces a low resistance to the air flow.  

6. She admitted that nothing would cause / induce her to marry someone much 

younger.  

7. Their epilepsy caused / induced them anxiety.  

8. There are several economic mechanisms that will cause / induce the 

behavior that leads to tax evasion.  

1. determined 2. induce 3. lead to 4. determine 5. determines 6. induce  

7. caused 8. cause / induce 

5. Choose depict, highlight, show, or visualize to make a sentence correct. 

1. The way women are depicted / highlighted / shown / visualized in this fi lm 

is degrading.  

2. The role of the characters depicted / highlighted / shown / visualized in the 

cartoons was easily transferred to typical doctor / patient situations.  

3. The fact that banks still continue to hand out million-dollar yearly bonuses 

depicts / highlights / shows / visualizes that nothing has changed since the first 

decade of this century.  

4. Patients were asked to depict / highlight / show / visualize a desert island and 

imagine how they would feel.  

5. The instrument depicts / highlights / shows / visualizes anatomical structures 

in a field about 5 cm long, an average of 36 images were produced during each full 

scan.  
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6. Two stories were used in the experiment. In one story, a boy was depicted / 

highlighted / shown / visualized as intentionally causing an accident. In the other 

story, another boy…  

7. The results are depicted / highlighted / shown / visualized in the first column 

of Table 2 below.  

8. The changes made to the document are depicted / highlighted / shown / 

visualized in yellow.  

1. depicted 2. depicted (shown) 3. highlights (shows) 4. visualize 5. visualizes  

6. depicted 7. shown (highlighted) 8. highlighted 

Література: [2, с. 102 – 175; 3, с. 87 – 187]. 

 

Тема 9. BJTs. Basic Characteristics and Application. Relative Clauses 

with a Participle. 

Методичні поради 

If we now join together two individual signal diodes back-to-back, this will 

give us two PN-junctions connected together in series that share a 

common P or N terminal. The fusion of these two diodes produces a three layer, two 

junction, three terminal device forming the basis of a Bipolar Junction Transistor, 

or BJT for short. 

Transistors are three terminal active devices made from different 

semiconductor materials that can act as either an insulator or a conductor by the 

application of a small signal voltage. The transistor’s ability to change between these 

two states enables it to have two basic functions: “switching” (digital electronics) or 

“amplification” (analogue electronics). Then bipolar transistors have the ability to 

operate within three different regions: 

Active Region   –   the transistor operates as an amplifier and Ic = β.Ib 

Saturation   –   the transistor is “Fully-ON” operating as a switch 

andIc = I(saturation) 

Cut-off   –   the transistor is “Fully-OFF” operating as a switch and Ic = 0 
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Питання для самоперевірки 

1. Which types of BJTs are there in electronic engineering? 

2. Which are their applications? 

3. Choose detect, discriminate, distinguish, or identify to make a sentence 

correct. 

1. Someone who is color blind is often unable to detect / discriminate / 

distinguish / identify between red and green.  

2. He was later detected / discriminated / distinguished / identified as being the 

murderer.  

3. The monitoring system immediately detects / discriminates / distinguishes / 

identifies any security violations or unusual activity.  

4. He was writing at a time when African Americans were still being detected / 

discriminated / distinguished / identified against on a regular basis.  

5. Using our assay, municipalities can detect / discriminate / distinguish / 

identify between human and animal feces in streams and lakes.  

6. Subjects were asked to detect / discriminate / distinguish / identify the three 

persons whose photographs they had seen less than an hour earlier.  

7. We were unable to detect / discriminate / distinguish / identify any genes 

from wheat and barley which encoded analogous functions.  

8. In this section we detect / discriminate / distinguish / identify between two 

tenses that are frequently confused: the simple past and the present perfect.  

9. Their system failed to detect / discriminate / distinguish / identify three of 

the seven deformations, whereas our system managed to detect all seven.  

10. The participants found it impossible to detect / discriminate / distinguish / 

identify between the presence or absence of salt in the products.  

1. distinguish (discriminate) 2. identified 3. detects 4. discriminated 5. 

discriminate (distinguish) 6. identify 7. discriminate (identify) 8. distinguish 9. detect 

/ identify  

10. discriminate / distinguish 
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4. Choose divide, separate, share, or split to make a sentence correct. 

1. Subjects were shared / split into two groups, each dividing / sharing several 

points in common.  

2. The prize money was divided / shared equally among the contestants.  

3. The two parts of the country are separated / split by a mountain range.  

4. Samples were separated / divided up by size and then separated / shared into 

their various components.  

5. The rule states that the money will be separated / divided equally between 

the two players.  

6. In a coalition all parties split / share control.  

7. This religion divides / separates / splits material problems from spiritual 

problems.  

8. This paper is divided / shared / split into four parts.  

9. The profits are divided / separated / shared amongst the partners.  

10. The country is divided / separated / split into regions.  

11. Six divided / separated / split by two equals three.  

12. He divides / separates / shares his time between Paris and New York.  

13. The twins were divided / separated / split at birth.  

14. We need to separate / share / split the good from the bad.  

15. We all separate / share / split the same computer.  

16. They managed to separate / share / split the atom.  

1. split, sharing 2. shared [divided] 3. separated 4. divided, separated 5. 

divided  

6. share 7. separates 8. divided 9. shared 10. divided 11. divided 12. divides  

13. separated 14. separate 15. share 16. split 

Література: [1, с. 86 – 150; 2, с. 381 – 420]. 
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Тема 10. MOSFETs. Basic Characteristics and Application. Questions. 

Методичні поради 

As well as the Junction Field Effect Transistor (JFET), there is another type of 

Field Effect Transistor available whoseGate input is electrically insulated from the 

main current carrying channel and is therefore called an Insulated Gate Field Effect 

Transistor or IGFET. The most common type of insulated gate FET which is used in 

many different types of electronic circuits is called the Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

Field Effect Transistor or MOSFET for short. 

   The IGFET or MOSFET is a voltage controlled field effect transistor that 

differs from a JFET in that it has a “Metal Oxide” Gate electrode which is electrically 

insulated from the main semiconductor n-channel or p-channel by a very thin layer of 

insulating material usually silicon dioxide, commonly known as glass. 

This ultra thin insulated metal gate electrode can be thought of as one plate of a 

capacitor. The isolation of the controlling Gate makes the input resistance of 

theMOSFET extremely high way up in the Mega-ohms ( MΩ ) region thereby 

making it almost infinite. 

As the Gate terminal is isolated from the main current carrying channel “NO 

current flows into the gate” and just like the JFET,  the  MOSFET also acts like a 

voltage controlled resistor were the current flowing through the main channel 

between the Drain and Source is proportional to the input voltage. Also like the 

JFET, the MOSFETs very high input resistance can easily accumulate large amounts 

of static charge resulting in the MOSFET becoming easily damaged unless carefully 

handled or protected. 

MOSFETs are three terminal devices with a Gate, Drain and Source and both 

P-channel (PMOS) and N-channel (NMOS) MOSFETs are available. The main 

difference this time is that MOSFETs are available in two basic forms: 

Depletion Type   –   the transistor requires the Gate-Source voltage, ( VGS ) to 

switch the device “OFF”. The depletion mode MOSFET is equivalent to a “Normally 

Closed” switch. 

http://www.electronics-tutorials.ws/transistor/tran_6.html
http://www.electronics-tutorials.ws/transistor/tran_6.html
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Enhancement Type   –   the transistor requires a Gate-Source voltage, ( VGS ) to 

switch the device “ON”. The enhancement mode MOSFET is equivalent to a 

“Normally Open” switch. 

The symbols and basic construction for both configurations of MOSFETs are 

shown below. 

Питання для самоперевірки 

1. Which are basic MOSFET’s characterestics? 

2. Where are MOSFETs applied mostly? 

3. Which types of MOSFET are there? 

4. Choose evidence, highlight, or show to make a sentence correct. 

1. The graph evidences / highlights / shows how these values change over time.  

2. She evidences / highlights / shows how developing nations have been 

marginalized from this process.  

3. A child may feel rejected by his mother when he evidences / highlights / 

shows a need for independence.  

4. The authors need to evidence / highlight / show more fully in the Abstract 

how their work contributes to the current gap in the knowledge.  

5. This major difference in approach was evidenced / highlighted / shown in a 

paper by Nakamura [2016].  

6. This method evidences / highlights / shows great potential for use in 

neurosurgery.  

1. highlights / shows 2. highlights / shows (evidences) 3. evidences / shows  

4. highlight (show) 5. highlighted (evidenced) 6. shows 

5. Choose experiment, experience, prove, or test to make a sentence 

correct. 

1. We experimented / experienced / proved some difficulty in conducting the 

tests in such extreme conditions.  

2. In this paper we attempt to experiment / prove / test our theory and show that 

it could be applied in a wider range of contexts than currently perceived.  
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3. They tried, and failed, to experiment / prove / test that their results offered 

conclusive evidence of life on Mars.  

4. We experimented / proved / tested with several different designs before 

finding the one most suited to our purposes.  

5. The new medication was experimented / proved / tested on 312 subjects with 

learning difficulties.  

1. experienced 2. prove 3. prove 4. experimented 5. tested 

6. Choose propose, recommend, or suggest to make a sentence correct. 

1. This family has been proposed / recommended / suggested as playing a role 

in controlling the transcription of defense genes [12, 15, 67].  

2. Such a mechanism has been proposed / recommended / suggested as an 

explanation for the discrepant results obtained in clinical trials.  

3. I propose / recommend / suggest that this paper be published without further 

revision.  

4. The results will be examined with regard to six fundamental features, and 

additional research regarding the methodology will be proposed / recommended / 

suggested .  

5. These phenomena are really a variation of Zach Zumenheimer’s famous 

“swallow-a-baseball experiment”, which he proposed / recommended / suggested in 

order to demonstrate the bizarre nature of the human throat.  

6. I propose / recommend / suggest, although this is very much my subjective 

opinion, that the authors could expand their literature review by looking at this paper 

by a group of young Mexican researchers [Gomez and Sanchez, 2015].  

7. The manual proposes / recommends / suggests that humidity be maintained 

between 30% and 40%.  

8. The student comes proposed / recommended / suggested by her professor, 

who is an expert in the field of microrobotics.  

1. proposed / suggested 2. proposed / suggested 3. recommend 4. proposed / 

suggested 5. proposed 6. suggest (recommend) 7. recommends 8. recommended 

Література: [1, с. 151 – 195; 2, 421 – 470]. 
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3 ПИТАННЯ ДО МОДУЛЬНОГО КОНТРОЛЮ 

 

1. What difference is there between applications software and operating 

systems? 

2. Why is the supervisor program the most important operating system 

program? 

3. What is the difference between resident and non-resident programs? 

4. What are the main functions of an operating system? 

5. What is a process? 

6. What is a program? 

7. What are differencies between a process and program? 

8. What is memory? 

9. Why memory management is important? 

10. What is the difference in base and limit registers? 

11. Which functions of Operating System do you know? 

12. What is a block device? 

13. What is a character device? 

14. Is there other classification of computer devices? Which one? 

15. How do devices communicate with the  computer? 

16. What is a daisy chain? 

17. What is a controller? 

18. What is a communication system? 

19. Which kinds of cable do exist? 

20. What is multiplexing? 

21. What is modulation?  

22. Which types of modulation do you know? 

23. What was the beginning of Internet? 

24. What is virtual service? 

25. What is datagram service? 

26. Which issues are there in computer network? 
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27. Which LAN topologies do you know? 

28. What is WLAN? 

29. What is WiFi? 

30. What is Wide Area Network? 

31. Which issues are there in Internetworking? 

32. What is Internet? 
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